Management of an infected penile prosthesis presents a challenging problem that is thankfully, a rare occurrence. For many years the standard of care was complete removal of the device followed by convalescence and a prolonged course of antibiotics. Unfortunately, the resulting corporal fibrosis made subsequent device placement much more challenging. This often necessitated insertion of a smaller implant with a higher risk of repeat infection and subsequent perforation.

Prosthetic urology was then revolutionized in 1996 when Dr. John J. Mulcahy published a landmark paper detailing the salvage procedure that now bears his name ([@r1]). This was the first time that a salvage surgery was presented as a viable option to an infected prosthesis. A follow-up series found the procedure had a greater than 80% success rate ([@r2]). This approach, which replaced an infected device with a new one, eliminated the corporal fibrosis associated with scarring and obliteration of the corporal space, preserved penile length and provided patients with a durable resolution in a single surgery.

Unfortunately, not every patient is a candidate for salvage. A large percentage of men who present with infection will do so with complications involving the scrotum ([@r3]). This often precludes salvage with a 3-piece inflatable prosthesis as scrotal tissues are frequently compromised. Consequently, the concept of the malleable implant salvage technique (MIST) has gained popularity ([@r4],[@r5]). Indeed, we have adopted it at our own institution with great success.

It is important to emphasize that, as with the original Mulcahy salvage protocol ([@r1],[@r2]), pre-operative admission for wound culture and treatment with broad-spectrum antibiotics is essential. This allows for the adequate treatment of any residual soft tissue infections that cannot be addressed with the intra-operative washout. Pre-admission also allows the surgery to be performed in a planned and controlled fashion. Infectious disease physicians and anesthesia, along with surgeons familiar with the salvage protocols, could be notified and an expedient surgery appropriately planned.

Although both Boston Scientific (American Medical Systems) and Coloplast offer malleable prostheses with variable cylinder lengths and girths, it is important not to upsize patients in either dimension at time of salvage. This could increase the risk for perforation or other complications given the already compromised tissues.

Another notable aspect of prior research on the MIST is that a large percentage of patients choose not to pursue conversion to a 3-piece device ([@r5]). Indeed, even removed from the salvage setting, malleable implants have a very high level of patient satisfaction (\~75%) ([@r6],[@r7]). Given that many patients undergoing salvage are older, and less functional than they were at the time of initial device placement, eliminating another surgical procedure is potentially an enormous benefit.

The MIST represents an important evolution of modern prosthetic urology. The technique allows for preservation of sexual function in a vulnerable patient population with a success rate greater than 90%. Furthermore, it allows for salvage in patients who previously may not have been considered candidates ([@r4]) and potentially obviates the need for future surgical interventions.
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